Improve Mobile Performance

NetMotion Software™ empowers IT to deliver superior mobile user experiences on any network. NetMotion Software from AT&T is a proven solution for helping mobile workforces, optimize, and in near-real time, diagnose situations negatively impacting productivity on mobile devices.

By leveraging near real-time operational intelligence and helping to improve mobile users’ ability to stay connected, IT teams can improve responsiveness to problems and can support mobile workers’ expanding needs with confidence.

Where NetMotion Software from AT&T can help:

- **Moving** between networks
- **Traveling across coverage gaps**
- **Resuming use after inactivity**

Simple
Both easy to install and to use.

Safe and highly secure
Near real-time operational intelligence, strong encryption standards and Common Criteria certified.

Diagnostics
Troubleshoot mobile downtime with probable root cause analysis for devices, applications, and networks.

Application Session Persistence
Stay logged-in when moving across coverage areas.

Optimization
Data transmission is suspended until users are reconnected.

Learn more at att.com/NetMotion
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